Research, Teaching and Learning Technologies Committee
April 20, 2015
10:30am - noon
Chancellor’s Conference Room, Cal Hall

Agenda

1) CIO updates (Larry Conrad, 10 minutes) INFORM
   a. Joint Committee on Campus Information Technology (JCCIT)
   b. IST Structural deficit

2) ETS Structural Deficit update (Jenn Stringer, Cathy Koshland, 5 minutes) INFORM

3) IT Strategic Planning (Larry Conrad, 10 minutes) INFORM

4) Research and Academic Engagement (RAE) Benchmarking Work: progress to date and next steps (Jenn Stringer, David Greenbaum, 45 minutes) INFORM/DISCUSS

5) What’s Ahead (Cathy Koshland, 20 minutes) DISCUSS
   a. Accessibility in Teaching and Learning and Research
   b. CTL/ETS/BRCOE
   c. Faculty Consulting and Engagement Model
   d. IT Strategic Planning
   e. 5-year goal for Berkeley’s national leadership in research, teaching and learning technologies
   f. Faculty Common Good Computing Support / Faculty Allowance
   g. LBL partnership
   h. IST budget
   i. Policies
      • Project Management
      • Campus computing standards
      • Information security
   b. Learning analytics and data support
   c. Undergraduate initiative and new campus IT needs
   d. Data retention
      • Research
      • Course-related
      • Learning analytics
   e. Data intensive research; data science education